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Mistakes Were Made is the debut poetry collection

of Juliette Sebock. Written over years of watching

the world around her, the poems compiled here

examine love, loss, mistakes made, and lessons

learned. This chapbook brings together poems

about trauma, about love, and the moments in

between. It takes a look at the mistakes we make

throughout life, how we react to them, and how

they affect us going forward. If you've ever loved

and lost, regretted your choices or held firm to your

decisions, Mistakes Were Made is for you.

ABOUT 

MISTAKES WERE MADEAbout
Mistakes

Were Made 

REVIEWS

AVAILABLE

Amazon

Barnes & Noble

IndieBound

Goodreads

"The delicate power of the work makes the sadness

of the portrayed events uplifting as well as

mournful, making this well worth a read – I promise

it won’t be a mistake.”

-Katy Lees, writer and psychotherapist (Review)

"Some of the poems when read out loud, echoed

the soundtrack to a coming of age movie or the

inner thoughts of a gentle soul that has overcome

so much pain. Juliette seems to have a talent for

writing striking yet obscure visuals and creating just

the perfect rhythm in a poem." 

-Venus Davis, writer (Review, Marías at

Sampaguitas)

"The best poetry is the kind that appears to the

reader like a mirror: everything about yourself is

reflected in the pages and lines of gut-wrenching

emotion. Mistakes Were Made is that mirror."

-A.H. Lewis, poet (Goodreads)

"[Sebock] takes chaos and transforms it with

succinct, beautiful language. She takes her

readers through this narrative as it happened,

honestly, and it’s all the better for it."

-Keana Labra, writer (Review, Rose Quartz

Magazine)

PUBLISHED

3 July 2017



The room gets darker as the lights grow brighter. 

Your heart beats, thumps, throbs,

While the clock 

                         tick, tick, tocks. 

Light, dark, thump, tick-tock

          Their voices meld with 

     madness. 

FROM "FRACTURE(S)(D)"

From
 Mistakes

Were Made 

FROM "AND

WHEREFORE?"
AVAILABLE

Amazon

Barnes & Noble

IndieBound

Goodreads

Who's crazy,

The one who lost the one thing left to hold onto

Or the one who refused to hold?

Or maybe it was the nightingale,

Who flew so swiftly on.

"LEXICON"

It's a smile, it's a lyric, it's a man,

In the silence, out of nowhere, 

Taking my breath. 

It's a glance across the room,

It's coffee for two,

But more than anything else

-It's you.

Goodreads



"I have to say 'I love you' / in a poem . . . "

Micro is a microchapbook of micropoems by

Nightingale & Sparrow editor Juliette Sebock. This

tiny book contains 10 short poems and measures

approximately 2.125 x 2.75 inches. Each book is

handmade and numbered, representing its place in

the limited 100-copy run.

ABOUT 

MICRO: A MICROCHAPBOOK OF

MICROPOEMS
About
Micro

REVIEWS

AVAILABLE

Nightingale & Sparrow

Etsy

Amazon

Goodreads

"Juliette Sebock’s microchap, Micro: a

Microchapbook of Micropoems, is a down and dirty

reminder that once you say those words, and once

you commit to someone, and once it goes awry,

you can rediscover yourself within the all the

damage. You can come out on top. You can

remember that no means no, and they should have

stopped."

-Christopher Margolin, The Poetry Question

(review)

"Readers take things away from small poems

constantly, but Juliette has a way of saying what

we are all thinking but can’t or don’t say. And she

does so in so few words as if she has been waiting

years just to get said words out. If you have ever

wanted to feel seen or heard—the poems in Micro

will most definitely see and hear you."

-Venus Davis, Dream Noir (review)

PUBLISHED

24 June 2019



I have to say "I love you"

 in a poem 

But 

you don 't read much poetry.

"READING BETWEEN THE LINES"

From
 Micro

"THREE WORDS"

AVAILABLE

Nightingale & Sparrow

Etsy

Amazon

Goodreads

one. two. three. 

heart rate beats 

on a hospital machine. 

it' s " come here " and a scoop, 

coffee and carrots 

and teaberry. 

"What do you think?" 

"You ' re not crazy."

"MALETILLA"

It took me two years to 

realise 

that when I said no 

he damn well should have 

listened, too far infatuated

to do anything 

but charge, respond to the 

red flag by staying in the 

ring.



It's difficult to find someone who hasn't had their

heart touched by a beloved pet, but some of us

are lucky enough to have our lives irrevocably

changed along the way. Juliette Sebock's How My

Cat Saved My Life and Other Poems describes the

poet's transformative relationship with the tabby

cat who came into her life at a critical time and

saved her: from mental illness, from grief, and,

perhaps most importantly, from herself.

ABOUT 

HOW MY CAT SAVED

MY LIFE

About 
How My Cat

Saved My Life 
and Other Poems

(2019)

REVIEWS

AVAILABLE

Bottlecap Press

Goodreads

It is hard to put into words how impactful animals

can be on our day to day lives. Sebock's How My

Cat Saved My Life is a sweet and endearing

collection of poems that truly offer a collective

ode to the love of our animals and the ways they

return the favor. This book is for anyone who is

having a bad day, misses their pet, or wishes they

could have a pet. Actually, this collection is for

everyone, on any day.     

-Lynne Schmidt, award winning poet and author

Juliette Sebock delivers a warm and fuzzy ode to

felines in How My Cat Saved My Life. There is

something refreshing about an author who is

unapologetically in love with cats and carbs. It is

no exaggeration to say I read this book - start to

finish - with a smile.  

-Lannie Stabile, author of Little Masticated

Darlings

PUBLISHED

8 December 2019



...maybe that's where the word "fur baby"

comes in,

saving the day and giving you something

to love when there's nothing else.

FROM "FUR BABY" From
 How My Cat

Saved My Life
and Other Poems

FROM "I LOVE TO

WATCH MY CAT SLEEP"
AVAILABLE

Bottlecap Press

Goodreads

I love to watch my cat sleep because, 

in that moment, I forget

that he threw his water bowl

across the room like a frisbee

or broke the hood of his litter box for fun.

Sometimes I hear him

purr against my chest

and I know

I can make someone happy.

FROM "KITTY SNUGGLES"



Three Words follows the rise and (amicable) fall

of a relationship, and all of the feelings that

come along with it. The speaker considers love

through heart monitors, flowers, coffee cups,

and fireworks displays—without ever needing to

say those three words aloud.

ABOUT THREE WORDSAbout 
Three Words

REVIEWS

AVAILABLE

Bottlecap Press

Goodreads

"Three Words is a poet’s dream to read with nods

to various forms and styles of poetry. This

chapbook journeys through the butterflies of new

love, the uncertainty of where love takes you, and

the cliffs love falls to. Juliette is so intelligent and

deliberate in her word choice, every word having a

specific purpose." -Megan O'Keeffe, author of

Cracked Open and Where I Ache

“A man unattainable, a relationship undefined, a

love unrequited. This beautiful collection, born from

the intimacy of words and stolen glances, immerses

the reader in an honest tale of desire and secrecy

though heartfelt verse. Juliette’s sincere storytelling

and engaging voice makes for an enjoyable read

and will keep you turning each page to delve

further into the forbidden romance. Reflecting

back upon her past lover as “a daydream / merged

with memories,” these poems confess unspoken

thoughts and hidden feelings of which those who

have experienced a relationship of equal parts

excitement and uncertainty can relate, and those

who haven’t will feel like they have within these

pages.”—Elfie, author of Will You Still Love Me if I

Love Her? and How Will I Sound When My Voice

Returns?

PUBLISHED

28 January 2020



Carrots among flowers

(the fronds are close enough),

coffee beans in pinks and greens.

Quick sips between snippets 

of vague conversation

leave you breathless,

sneak peek at what's to come.

FROM "PASTELS AND

NEONS"

From
Three Words

FROM "ETHEREAL"

In the distance, sparks lit the sky

And I watched as they engulfed your world.

Tense for a moment; I leaned in.

Everything will be okay.

But still, we hesitate.

FROM "SEE YOU LATER"

Once upon a time,

we walked along the trail,

just lacking your hand in mine.

I think of that day

now that everything's changed

and I wonder if you'd known the whole time.

AVAILABLE

Bottlecap Press

Goodreads

PUBLISHED

28 January 2020



15 February marks World Pangolin Day,

celebrated on the third Saturday of February

each year. This day is marked to raise

awareness of pangolin, a group of eight

species of scale-covered mammals ranging

from vulnerable to critically endangered. 

Heavily trafficked for their scales, meat, and

skin,  illegal trading has made them one of the

most highly-trafficked mammals.

Plight of the Pangolin discusses the pangolin

and, of course, their plight. As the speaker

laments humanity's treatment of the pangolin, it

brings about a beacon of hope, a silver lining

through it all: it's not too late to help change

their fate.

A portion of all profits from sales of Plight of

the Pangolin will be donated to the Pangolin

Crisis Fund.

ABOUT PLIGHT OF THE

PANGOLINAbout 
Plight of the

Pangolin

REVIEWS

AVAILABLE

Vociferous Press

Etsy

Amazon

Goodreads

"It is with expertise and grace that Sebock marries

beautiful (and sometimes biting) prose and fact. Its

format is reminiscent of a cautionary nursery rhyme,

warning these creatures of the selfishness and

reckless intervention of humankind. Sebock

apologizes on our behalf (and also donates a

portion of the profits to the Pangolin Crisis Fund)

promises the pangolin that they “can still

overcome.” With infectious and determined

language, readers will find themselves heeding

Sebock’s rallying cry to join the “fight to

overcome." -Keana Aguila Labra, Editor-in-Chief of

Marias at Sampaguitas

PUBLISHED

15 February 2020



But the humans continue scheming,

draft some black market start-up,

never mind the screaming,

so long as there's money and goods for people to

pickup,

never mind what it does to you.

Oh, pangolin, I'm sorry for all of this,

that those I share a species with have barely left

you there,

barely hanging on to life....

FROM "PLIGHT OF THE

PANGOLIN"

From
Plight of the

Pangolin

AVAILABLE

Vociferous Press

Etsy

Amazon

Goodreads

PUBLISHED

15 February 2020



For centuries, Anne Boleyn has been disparaged

despite the strength she displayed in a patriarchal

society. Juliette Sebock weaves primary sources

into her manuscript to follow the relationship

between Henry VIII and Anne – their courtship,

turbulent marriage, and her heartbreaking

execution.

Boleyn is the chapbook that finally gives Anne

Boleyn the voice and justice she deserves.

ABOUT BOLEYN

About 
Boleyn

"Boleyn begins with the hope of 'poetic justice for

Anne the queene' and as it moves us through her

journey - as a woman, wife, mother, and not least of

all, a political force in her own right - it achieves its

aims beautifully. These poems deliver what good

historical fiction should: by giving voice to her own

perspective and considering her emotions, they

enable us to see Anne Boleyn as a real human being

deserving of our empathy and understanding; as an

intelligent, capable woman at the centre of her own

story, rather than a side character in the life of

Henry VIII." -Kate Garrett, Hart & Halfpenny

Juliette Sebock’s Boleyn transcends the history and

fiction surrounding one of the most famous women

in the Tudor dynasty. In these poems, Anne Boleyn

comes back to life, full of dreams, desires, and

calculations, to tell her side of things. Sebock

honors the queen by mixing fact with first-person

perspective, reflecting the danger of being a

woman trapped in the king’s lustful gaze. This is the

feminist retelling of Anne Boleyn’s rise and fall we’ve

been waiting for.' -Christina Rosso, She is a Beast

PUBLISHED

1 September 2020

REVIEWS

AVAILABLE

TwistiT Press

Goodreads



Cesar may collar me, chain me, claim me, 

But I will not be his as he wishes.

for duty to Him is eclipsed by my

duty to mine and myself . Then, my king.

FROM "NOLI ME TANGERE" From
Boleyn

FROM "BOLEYN"

Bedridden.

Blood-splattered.

Black magick.

Burnt at the stake.

Broken.

Bruised. 

Beheaded.

"BEWITCHING"

He wonders if I've bewitched him,

tricked him into a trance

that manifests as love. 

He claims that I pursued him,

seduced him, as if I didn't

resist as long as I could.

PUBLISHED

1 September 2020

AVAILABLE

TwistiT Press

Goodreads


